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1. Introduction
In 1965 Gluck [G] proved that a locally tame embedding f of a compact

k-dimensional polyhedron P into a q-dimensional PL manifold Q, with
2k -t- 2 <_ q, is ambient isotopic to a PL embedding by an arbitrarily short
ambient isotopy fixed outside a small neighborhood of f(P). His technique,
a formalization of a technique of Homma [H1], emphasized two properties of
certain subspaces of spaces of embeddings, denseness and solvability. Bryant
and Seebeck [B-S1, B-S2] have replaced the notion of solvability by local
solvability and obtained results similar to Gluck’s when P is a k-manifold with
b <_ q 3 andf is "locally nice" (see [B-S2]). Edwards [E] hasprovedrelated
results in the same dimension range when P is a polyhedron. See also Miller
[M2].
Let M and Q be PL n- and q-manifolds, with M compact, and let

Homro (M, Q) denote the metric space of proper embeddings of M into Q
with metric

d(f, g) max, {d(f(x), g(x))}.
Let Hom (M, Q) and Home (M, Q) denote the subspaces of locally fiat and
PL embeddings, respectively. Then the above result of Bryant and Seebeck
says that r0(Hom (M, Q), Home,. (M, Q) 0 in a special way, namely the
path (the isotopy) in the embedding space from the locally fiat embedding f
to a PL embedding is short and lifts to a short path in the space of self homeo-
morphisms of Q which are fixed outside a small neighborhood of f(M). The
notions of denseness and local solvability can also be used to prove that the
space of embeddings of a compact m-manifold into a q-manifold is locally
arcwise connected if m _< q 3.
In this paper we consider the higher connectivity of such spaces of era-

beddings, considered as semi-simplicial complexes. We prove analogues of
denseness and local solvability for simplices of embeddings (Theorems 2.1 and
2.2) and use them to prove (Theorem 2.3) that

, (Hom (M, Q), Hom (i, Q) 0

in the same special way as above (the homotopies lift to short ambient iso-
topics of s-simplices of Hem (Q, Q)) when m -}- s _< q 3. We prove that
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in this dimension range the homotopy groups of certain spaces of embeddings
are independent of whether we consider the spaces of embeddings as semi-
simplicial complexes or topological spaces (Theorem 2.4). A corollary of this
theorem is that if we let PL (M, Q) denote the semi-simplicial complex of
PL embeddings of M into Q, then Zeeman’s conjecture in [Z] that
a PL (S’, Sq) 0 if m W s

_
q 3, proved by Husch [H4], is also true in

the topological category. We also show that the topological space of em-
beddings of a PL m-manifold M into a PL q-manifold Q is locally s-connected
if m -t- s

_
q 3 (Theorem 2.5). Improvements of some of the above results

have recently been announced. In particular, local connectivity of
Homroe (M, Q) in all dimensions, where M and Q are topological manifolds,
has been announced by Cernavskii [C1], and local connectivity of PL (X, Q)
in all dimensions, where X is a polyhedron, has been announced by Edwards
and Miller [E-M], who use it to prove the associated approximation theorem
(our Theorem 2.1 with M a polyhedron and no restriction on s).

2. Definitions and statement of results
If X, Y, Z, W are spaces and

f X---.Y and g Z---. W

are maps, then f X g X X Z -o Y X W is the map given by

/ z) if(x), e(z)).

If II--1 x is a product space, then p H’--1 x --. x denotes projection
onto the i-th factor. An embedding F X X Y -* Z X Y is level-preserving
(with respect to Y) if p (x, y) p F (x, y). If F X X Y --* Z X Y is a level-
preserving map, then F X --. Z denotes the map given by

F (x, y) (F (x), y).

Let I [0, 1] and I I X X I. Let 0e0i denote the
point (0, 0, ..., 0). An n-concordance of M in Q is an embedding F of
M X I" into Q X I such that FIM X OI is level-preserving. An n-isotopy
of M in Q is a level-preserving embedding of M X I into Q X I". An
ambient n-isotopy of Q is a level-preserving homeomorphism of Q X I onto
itself. An embedding F M X I" -- Q X I" is called proper if

F-I(OQ XIn) aM XIn,
allowable if

F-1 (OQ X i’) V X In,
where V is a PL (m 1)-submanifold of OM. An n-isotopy is proper, or
allowable, if it is so when considered as a concordance. An n-isotopy

F:M XI"--Q XI
is fixed on X c M if F(X X I (F0{X) X id. /k 1-isotopy
F M X I -. Q X I is called an isotopy, and the embeddings F0 and F1 are said
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to be isotopic. If P is any space then an embedding

F’XXPXI-.YXPXI
is a level-preserving isotopy of X X P in Y X P if it is level-preserving with
respect to P X I.

Let 1 denote the identity homeomorphism on a space as well as the element
of I. If f, g X --, Y are two maps into a metric, space which agree off some
compact set, then d (f, g) sup, d (f(x), g (x)). If A X and e > 0, then
an -push K of (X, A) is an ambient isotopy of X such that d(K, 1) <
and K is fixed outside the e-neighborhood of A, that is, K (X N, (A) X
I=1.
The composition of ambient isotopies will be considered as one move fol-

lowed by the other move, as in [G], rather than as a composition of homeo-
morphisms. The composition of isotopies is formed in the same way. Note
that the composition of an -push and an y-push is an ( -t- y)-push.

Finally, we denote by B the standard n-simplex, and by S"- its boundary.
We assume a fixed PL homeomorphism between B" and I".
The principal theorems are the following.

THEOREM 2.1 (Level-preserving approximation). Let H’M X B --*
Q X B" be an allowable level-preserving embedding and let 0 be given. Then
if n - s <_ q- 2 and m <_ q- 3 there is an allowable, level-preserving PL em-
bedding F M X B -* Q X B such that d (F, H) < e.

THEOREM 2.2 (Local solvability). Let H" M X B" --. Q X B be an
allowable level-preserving embedding and let 0 be given. Then if
m - s <_ q 3 there is a (,H) > O such that if Go, G M X B’--Q X
B are allowable level-preserving PL embeddings such that d (G, H) , i O, 1,
then there is a level-preserving PL e-push K of (Q X B, H(M X B) such that
K Go G.
Theorems 2.1 and 2.2 and Gluck’s techniques combine to give us the fol-

lowing theorem.

TEOREM 2.3 (Level-preserving taming). Let H M X B" -- Q X B" be
an s-simplex of locally fiat enbeddings (see Section 5 for definition) and let
> 0 be given. Then if m - s <_ q 3 there is a level-preserving e-push K of

(Q X B’, H(M X B’)) such that KH is PL.

Relative versions of these theorems hold when the conclusions are satisfied
to begin with on OB’.
Embedding spaces are studied both as topological spaces and as semi-

simplicial complexes, and homotopy groups are defined somewhat differently
in each case. The next theorem gives us some information about when the
homotopy groups of a certain space of embeddings are independent of the
method used for defining them. Let f" M --, Q be a proper PL embedding,
which serves as base point for both Homroe (M, Q) and Home (M, Q).
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Let TOP (M, Q; f). and PL (M, Q; f) denote the corresponding semi-simplicial
complexes. (See Section 6.)
THWORV. 2.4 (Independence of definition of homotopy groups). There

is a commutative diagram of homomorphisms

r, PL (M, Q; f) , (Hom (M, Q), f)

TOP(M, Q; ]) (Hom o (M, ])

in which , is an isoorphi for all s, and ,, j, and j2, are epiorphis
+ s q 3 and isorphis ono i] W s q 4.

The proof of Theorem 2.4 from Theorem 2.3 does not mke use of the fct
that tng isotopies cn be mde rbitmrily short. If we use ts ddition1
information, we get the following theorem.

THEOREM 2.5 (LOCI s-connectedness). Homo (M, Q) and
(M, Q)are locally s-connected if + 3.

3. Concordance ad ]soopy
In ts section we prove level-preserng version of Hudson’s overing

n-Isotopy Theorem [H2] nd state the theorem of Morlet which is used in
Section 4.

THEOREM 3.1 (Level-Preserving Covering n-Isotopy Theorem). Let

F’M XB XIQXB XI
be an all,able level-preserving PL n-i8o$opy of M B in B’. uppose
M i8 copact and q 3. Then there is an abient, level-preserving PL
n-isotopy K of Q B such tha K (Fo I) F. If F
on (OQ B), then we ay choose K so that i isxe on OQ

Proof. Choose point 0 e OB. Let F00 M be defined to be (F)o.
There is level-preserng PL isotopy between

F0 B Foo (OQ
By induction on te dimension of M there is PL, level-preserng mbient
isotopy of oQ B, nd hence of OQ B i, wch covers it. Therefore
we my ssume that F0[ F ( Bs) Fo0 i F ( BS). By he
Covering (s + n)-Isotopy Theorem, there is PL mbient (s + n)-isotopy

H Q X B X IQ X B X I
such that H (Foo 1 I) F nd if F is ed on (OQ B’), we my
ssume that H is fixed on OQ B. By the Covering s-Isotopy Theorem,
there is n ambient PL s-isotopy

G’QXB’QXB,
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with G iOQ B’ 1, such that Go (Foo X 1) F0.
ambient PL (s + n)-isotopy of Q X B’ X i" such that

ThenG X lisan

(GX 1) o (FoX 1 Xl) FoXl.
Then H o ((7 X 1)-1, where composition here is of homeomorphisms rather
than of isotopies, is the desired isotopy. This completes the proof.

The following theorem, due to Morlet, is a generalization to n-concordances
of the "Concordance implies Isotopy" theorem of Hudson [H3]. It is the
source of the dimension restrictions in the main theorems of this paper.

THEOREM 3.2 (Morlet [M4, M5]). Let F M X I Q X I be a
proper PL n-concordance of M in Q such that F 0 (M X I’*) is level preserving.
Suppose M is compact and m - n

_
q 2. Then there is an ambient PL

isotopy K of Q X I", fixed on 0 (Q X I"), such that K1F is level preserving.

4. Level-preserving approximation and local solvability
In this section we prove level-preserving analogues of the denseness nd

local solvability properties used by Homma [H1], Gluck [G], and Bryant and
Seebeck [B-S2] for moving certain embeddings to PL embeddings.

Let C be a compact submanifold of M and let Horn, (M, C; Q) denote the
set of level-preserving allowable embeddings F M X B --* Q X B which
agree with some fixed PL embedding on (M C) X B and have the property
that

F-I(OQ XB) V XB
for some fixed PL submanifold V of OM. Horn, (M, C; Q) is a metric space
under the metric

d(E, G) supo.,,, d(F(x, t), G(x, t)).

DEFINITION. /_ subset A of Horn, (M, C;Q) is dense if for each
H e Horn, (M, C; Q)and each > 0 there is an F e A such that d(F, H) < c.
The set A is locally solvable if for each H Horn, (M C; Q) and each > 0
there is a (, H) > 0 such that if Go and G1 belong to A and d (G, H) <
for i 0, 1, then there is a level-preserving e-push K of (Q X B, H (C X B’)
such that K Go Gt.
The core of this paper is the proof that under certain conditions the PL

embeddings form a dense and locally solvable subset of Horn, (M, C; Q). We
assume always that m _< q 3.
The proof is by induction, so we begin by stating the main theorems indexed

by the dimensions of M and B". They are Theorems 2.1 and 2.2 in the rather
complex relative form needed to complete the induction step.

THEOREM 4.1 (m, s) (Denseness). Let H Horn, (M, C; Q) and let N
be an m-submanifold of M such that N OM is either empty or a PL (m 1)-
submanifold of both ON and OM. Suppose m + s q 2 and C1 (M N) is
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compact. Then for each c > 0 there is a (c, H) > 0 such that if
G: (N u OM) X B" u M X OBa--, Q X B

is an allowable level-preserving PL embedding with

d(G, HI (NuOM) XB’uM X OB’) < 8,

then there is a PL element F of Hom8 (M, C; Q) such that F extends G and
d(F,U) < .
THEOREM 4.2 (m, s)

suppose m - s <_ q- 3.
that if

(Local solvability). Let H Horn, (M, C; Q) and
Then for each > 0 there is a (, H) > 0 such

G0,GI:MXB’--*QXB’

are two PL elements of Horn, (M, C; Q) with d (G, H) < 8 for i 0, 1, and
Go and GI agree on H-1 (OQ X B’), then there is a level-preserving PL e-push K of
(Q X B, H (C X B) ), fixed on OQ X B’, such thatK Go G If in addition
Go and G, agree on M X OB’, then K can be chosen fixed on Q X

The induction scheme is given by the following diagram:

Theorem 4.1 (m, s) IIJ Theorem 4.2 (m, s)Theorem 4.2(m 1, s
Theorem 4.1 (m, s - 1)Theorem 4.2 (m, s 1

We begin the induction by noting that Theorem 4.1 (m, 0), in a slightly weaker
relative form, has been proved for all m by Richard T. Miller [M3]. Theorem
4.2(m, 0) has been proved by Bryant and Seebeck [B-S2], and can be used
together with Miller’s theorem to establish the above form of Theorem
4.1 (m, 0). To simplify the proofs of Theorems 4.1 (m, s) and 4.2 (m, s) we
consider proper embeddings only and prove only the absolute versions; i.e.,
we assume C M in both theorems and N 9 in Theorem 4.1 (m, s). We
also leave to the reader the inductive calculation of from in both theorems.
Complete details can be found in ILl.

Proof of Theorem 4.2 (m, s). By Theorems 4.2 (m 1, s) and 4.2 (m, s 1)
we may assume that Go and G agree on V X B and on M X OB. The rest
of the proof is in two steps; first we prove the theorem for the special case
in which H is of the form h X 1 for some allowable embedding h of M into Q.
Then we apply this first step locally in B to obtain the general result. There
is a handle decomposition of M such that the image under h of each handle
has diameter less than /3 (m - 1) [R-S2, p. 82]. Let K denote the union

[J-0 K, and let Lof all the handles of handle dimension i, let J -1

C1 (M K), where K is a neighborhood of K such that for each com-
ponent D of K’, diam h(D) < /3 (m + 1). The idea of the proof is to
construct an ambient isotopy which moves Go to G in m - 1 stages, at each
stage adjusting the embedding constructed at the last stage to agree with
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G1 on K while keeping L fixed. The fact that the components of K are
small implies that each step can be carried out by a short ambient isotopy.
The argument is similar to that in [B-S1].
By induction on the dimension of the handles of M, we may assume that

Go agrees with G on J. We show how to adjust Go to agree with G on
J+l by an e-push. If Go and G are sufficiently close to h 1, there is by
Theorem 4.1 (m, s) a level-preserving approximation G’ M B --. Q X B
to h X 1 which agrees with G1 on J+ B and with Go onL B. Pro-
vided G’ is close enough to h X 1, there is by Theorem 4.1 (m -t- s - 1, 0)
an approximation

F: M X B X I-->Q X B X I

to h X 1 1 with the following properties"

(a) FIMXB’XO=Go;F[MXB’XI= G’;
(b) F I(Lu J,) X B’X I (Go (Lt J) X B’) X 1;
(c) diam p F(D X B’ X I) < e for each component D of K, and if

D and D are distinct components of K, then

pIF (D1 X B" X I) npF(D X B" X I) O.
There are regular neighborhoods M’ of K and Q’ of p F(K X B X I) such
that each component of Qr has diameter less than e and F IM X B X I
is a proper (s 1)-concordance of M in Q’ which is fixed on OM X B" and
level-preserving on O(M X B X I). Therefore by Theorem 3.2 we can
assume F is an (s -t- 1)-isotopy of M in Qr. By Theorem 3.1, F, which we
now think of as a level-preserving isotopy of M X B in Q X B, can be
covered by a level-preserving ambient isotopy K of Q X B’, fixed outside
Q X B’. Because each component of Qr has diameter less than s, K is the
desired e-push of (Q X B8, h (M) X B’) such that K Go Gr. The induction
ends with G G1.

This completes the proof of Theorem 4.2 (m, s) in the case H h X 1;
we write (e, h) for (e, H) in this case. Now suppose e and H are given with
H not of the form h 1. We may assume that B is triangulated so finely
that if a is a simplex with barycenter t in the triangulation and e a, then

d(H, H,,) < min le/4, (1/3)(e/4, H,)}.
For the rest of this proof we write H for H. Choose

< min {e/2, (1/3) min (/4, H) },

and let (B’) ’- denote the (s 1)-skeleton of B’. Using Theorem 4.2
(m, s 1), a < can be found so that if d(Go G) <2 then there is a
level-preserving v-push K’ of (Q X B’, H (M X B’)) such that

g’l Go M X (B)- G M X (S)-.
Let (, H) be this . One may now easily compute that for j 0, 1, if
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d (G, H) < , then for each i,

d(g Go M ,, (H, X 1) IM X a,) < (e/4, H,).

Therefore for each i there is a level-preserving (e/4)-push K of

(Q X a,, (H, X 1)(M X ,)),

fixed on 0 (Q X ), such that KGol M X GIM X a. Since

d(H, X I IM X ’, HIM X ’,) < el4,

each K is an (e/2-push of (Q X a, H (M X a) ). If we let K’ be the union
of all the K’s and let K be the composition (as pushes) of K and K’, then
K is the desired level-preserving -push of (Q X B’, H (M X B’)) such that
K Go G.

Proof of Theoren 4.1 (n, s + 1). Again we first consider the case in which
H h X 1. We think of B"+ as B u (OB X I), where B is a small (s + 1)-
ball in the interior of B’+. Using Theorem 4.1 (n, 0) we may approximate
h: M --. Q by a PL embedding f: M-- Q, so that f X 1 approximates
h X 1 on M X B. If f is close enough to h, then by Theorem 4.2 (n, s) the
level-preserving PL embeddings F M X OB and H M X OB"+ are isotopic
by a PL isotopy which stays close to H. This isotopy extends F to an ap-
proximation of H. The case in which H is not of the form h X 1 is done by
subdividing B’+t as in the proof of Theorem 4.2 (n, s).

5. Taming locally fiat simplices of embeddings

In this section we give the definitions relevant to the proof of Theorem 2.3.

DV.FTO. A level-preserving allowable embedding F" M B --*
Q B is called a locally ae s-sinplex of enbeddings if for each (x, t) in
M B there are

(1) an open neighborhood U of x in M and a closed neighborhood N of
in B which is homeomorphic to B’,

(2) a neighborhood W of F (x, $) in Q B,
(3) a PL q-manifold V and a homeomorphism K: V N --. W of

V N onto W which is level-preserving with respect to N,
such thatF(U N) WF(M B) andK-F! UN U N--
V N is PL with respect to the product PL structures of U N and V N,
where U has the PL structure inherited from M.

DFNIO. A level-preserving embedding F" M B -- Q B is
called a locally fiat s-simplex of embeddings if for each (s, t) in M B’ there
are

(1) a neighborhood N of in B,
(2) a level-preserving allowable embedding H of either E N or
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E N into M N (depending on whether x is in Int M or OM) with
H (x, 0)

(3) a level-preserving allowable embedding G of either E N or E$ N
into Q N (depending on whether F,(x) is in Int Q or oQ) with G(0, )
(x, t),
such that G-"FH is of the form i 1, where i is the natural inclusion of E"
into g, E+ into B, or E+ into E$, as the case may be.

Remark 5.1. In the definition of a locally flat s-simplex of embeddings,
we may assume without loss of generality that the embedding H is of the form
h 1, where h E (E) --+ M is a coordinate chart on M.

THEOR. 5.2. A locally fiat s-simplex of embeddings is a locally tame s-
simplex of embeddings.

Proof. Let F be a simplex of locally flat embeddings and let N, H h X 1,
and G be as given in the definition and lemma. We may assume without loss
of generality that N is PL homeomorphic to B’. We consider only the case
in which x Int M and F,(x) Int Q. Let U h(E) and W G(E X N).
Since h is a coordinate chart, it is PL. Therefore H- h- 1 gives
E N a PL structure with respect to which H is PL. The embedding
G-FH carries this PL structure onto E N E N, giving E N
a PL structure which extends to a PL structure of E N with .respect to
whichG-FHisPL. Let V EandK G. ThenK-FI U N
(G-FH)H-, which is the composition of PL maps and hence PL.

Theorem 2.3 now follows from Theorems 2.1 and 2.2 by techniques of
Gluck [G]. Some modifications of Gluck’s proof are necessary since Gluck’s
proof involves solvability (The embeddings G are required to be -close to
each other instead of to a reference embedding H.) rather than the local
solvability we use here. These modifications are indicated in [B-S2].

6. Homotopy groups of spaces of PL embeddings
Let TOP(M, Q) denote the semi-simplicial complex or -set whose k-sim-

plices are level-preserving proper embeddings of M B into Q X B.
Let PL (M, Q) be the subcomplex whose simplices are PL embeddings. The
homotopy theory of semi-simplicial complexes and A-sets can be found in
[M1] and [R-S1]. For our purposes the following description will be sufficient.
Let p be a fixed point in OB+. An element a of rTOP(M, Q;f)
(’ PL (M, Q; f) is represented by a (PL) level-preserving proper embedding

H M X OB+--’ Q X OB+

such that H f. If H and H represent a and O respectively, then a

if there is a (PL) proper level-preserving isotopy

K: M OB"+ X I-->Q X OB"+ X I
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such thatK=H,i= 0,1andKIMXpXI=IXIX 1. An element
a of

r,TOP(M, Q; f)(v,PL(M, Q; ])
is trivial if any (nd therefore each) of its representatives extends to level-
preserving (PL) proper embedding of M X B+1 into Q X B’+1. If f is PL
the inclusion map jl on representatives induces a homomorphism

jl, ra PL (M, Q; f) ra TOP (M, Q; f).

We can also study the homotopy of Homrop(M, Q) and Homp, (M, Q) by
defining a map which relates them to TOP(M, Q) and PL (M, Q). Let

H M X OB+I---* Q X OB+

represent an element of , TOP (M, Q; f). Then we may define a map

(H) OB"+ Homoe(M, Q)

by , (H)(t) H,. Then h (H) represents an element of r,(Homroe(M,
Q), f), and 1 induces a homomorphism ,,:r, TOP(M, Q; f) ---*
r, (Homroe (M, Q), f) which is clearly well defined and an isomorphism for all
s. If f M --, Q is PL the restriction . of , to PL (M, Q) induces a homo-
morphism

4e, r, PL (M, Q; f) ---, ra (Home,. (M, Q), f).

Note that is not a surjection as h is, since the piecewise linearity of a
representative H with respect to OB"- as well as M is lost in Home (M, Q).
Some information about the homomorphisms induced by the above maps is
given in Theorem 2.4. We isolate the application of the previous section’s
results to the proof of Theorem 2.4. in the following lemma.

LEMMA 6.1. Let P be a finite conplex of dimension s and let

F:MXP----QXP

be a level-preserving allowable embedding such that F IM X Po is PL for some
sub-complex Po of P. Suppose m - s <_ q 3 and e > O. Then there is a (non-
ambient) level-preserving ’-isotopy K of M X P in Q X P, fixed on M X Po
such that K, F is PL and for each in (0, 1] and y in P, K, F, M Q is PL.

Proof. By induction we may assume that F IM X (P)’- is PL. By
Theorem 4.1 we can choose a sequence F: M X P --* Q X P, i 0, 1,
2,-.. of level-preserving allowable PL embeddings such that d(F, F)<
(e/2, F), where each F agrees with F on M X P0 and (e/2, F) is chosen

by Theorem 4.2. Then for each i there is a PL (s/2)-push H of (Q X P,
H,F DefineH" MXPXF(MXP)) fixed onQXP0 such that F+

I--,Q X P X/by

H(x, t) H(x,t) for xM X P, te[0,1/2]
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H(x,t) Hi(H-: H(x),i(i-t- 1)(t- 1 / (1/i))

for tel1 (1/i),1 (1/i+1)]

H(x, 1) (x, 1)

Then if we let Ks HI_, K is the desired e-isotopy.

Proof of Theorem 2.4. To prove the claim about jl,, we must show that
any representative of an element of r,(TOP(M, Q; f) is level-preservingly
isotopic to a representative of an element of r, (PL (M, Q, f) if m -t- s

_
q 3

and that if a representative

H M X OB+Q X OB+

of an element of v, (M, Q; f) extends to a topological embedding

H’ M X B+1 --* Q X Ba+i

then it extends to a PL embedding

H" :M XBa+l--Q XB’+

if m - s _< q 4. Both of these statements follow from Lemma 6.1.
To show, is onto we must show that every element a of v, (HompL (M, Q),

f) has a representative in the image of . Suppose a is represented by

h OB+ --, HompL(M, Q),

and define H M X OB"+ --* Q X OB"+ by H (x, t) (h (t)) (x), t). Then
H does not represent an element of r,PL (M, Q; f) since it is not PL. But by
Lemma 6.1 there is a level-preserving isotopy K which takes H to a PL em-
bedding

G: M X OB+ -- Q X OB+

and KsH is PL for all (t, y) e I X OB-, since H is PL and K0 1. There-
fore we can define a homotopy k OB+ X I -- IIomp (M, Q) by k (K)
and so get a homotopy of h to (G). /k similar argument shows that 4, is
one-to-one if m -t- s _< q- 4.
We have already observed that , is an isomorphism, which by commuta-

tivity of the diagram establishes the claims about j,. This completes the
proof of Theorem 2.4.

COROLLAgY 6.2. r,TOP (S’, Sq; f) 0 for any f if m + s <_ q 3.

Proof. By Irwin’s embedding theorem [I] and Theorem 3.2, r,PL (S’, Sq;
f) 0; and by Theorem 2.4 j, is onto.

In the proof of Theorem 2.4 we did not use the fact that the isotopy con-
structed in Lemma 6.1 could be made arbitrarily short. This additional
information provides us with a proof of Theorem 2.5.

Proof of Theorem 2.5. Given h e Homrop(M, Q) and e > 0, we must find
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i so that if f" OB+ Homroe(M, Q) is such that d(f(y), h) < t for all
y OB8+1, then there is an extension k B’+1 -. Homrop (M, Q) of 3* such that
d (k (y), h) < e for all y B’+. Furthermore, if h is PL and

f(OB"+1) c Homp. (M, Q),

then we require that k(B’+1) c Homps(M, Q). We choose tt
min (e/2m It (e/2, h 1)), where a (/2, h 1) comes from Theorem 4.2
(m, s). Then as in the proof of Lemma 6.1 there is a level-preserving (e/2)-
isotopy

H" M X OB"+ X IQ OB"+ I

such that (H0) f and H h X 1. If we regard OB"+ >( I as a collar
of OB"+ in B’+, then we can extend H by h 1 on

M X (B+- (OB- X I))

to a level-preserving embedding K" M X B+x -* Q B’+x such that
K M OB"+ Ho and d (Kv, h) < e for all y B’+. Then if we define
k B+1 --* Homrop.(M, Q) by k(y) K,, to is the desired extension off.

7. Locally fiat embeddings of topological manifolds
Theorem 2.3 can be used to extend results on the homotopy of spaces of

PL embeddings of PL manifolds to spaces of locally flat embeddings of
topological manifolds. We give an example. Let LF (M, Q) and C (M, Q)
be the semi-simplicial complexes (or A-sets) whose s-simplices are locally
flat s-simplices of embeddings as defined in Section 5 and level-preserving
maps from M B --, Q X B’ respectively.

THEOREM 7.1. Let M be a closed (2m + s + 1 q)-connected topological
m-manifold and let Q be a (2m + s + 2 q)-connected topological q-manifold
without boundary. Then if + s <_ q 3 the homomorphism
b r LF (M, Q) ---* C (M, Q) induced by the inclusion is an isomorphism. If
the connectivities of M and Q are each Zowered by one, then b is an epimorphism.

The proof of this theorem in the PL case [H4] involves deforming a level-
preserving map along levels to an embedding. The techniques used are
level-preserving engulfing and general position. In order to apply these
techniques in topological manifolds one needs a level-preserving taming
theorem so that an embedding of V N onto Q X N, where V is a coordinate
neighborhood of M and N is a subset of B, can be extended to U N, where
U is a coordinate neighborhood which overlaps V, by sliding the embedding
of V X ’N along levels to an embedding which is PL with respect to the PL
structure of U N. Such a result is provided by Theorem 2.3.
Theorems 2.1 to 2.5 can also be extended to the category of topological

manifolds and locally flat embeddings. The methods are the same as those for
s 0, which can be found in [D]. /ks noted in the introduction, such exten-
sions, without restriction on s, have been announced by Cernavskii [C1, C2].
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